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Abstract—Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) allows modeling of dynamic interaction between incongruous providers, which enables governing the development of complex applications. However, implementation of SOA comes with some challenges, including its adaptability and robustness. Dynamism is inherent to the nature of service based applications and of their running environment. These factors lead to necessity for dynamic adaptation. In this paper we try to describe basics and main structure of SOA adaptation process with a conceptual view to this issue. In this survey we will review the relevant adaptation approaches. This paper allows studying how different approaches deal with service oriented architecture adaptation life-cycle and provides basic guidelines for their analysis, evaluation and comparison.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Along with the appearance and rapid improvement of SOA (Service Oriented Architecture), it has been one of the most typical platforms and the most promising computing paradigm in the internet era [4]. Applications are more and more build as a composition of services running on large scale, dynamic and heterogeneous environments. Software systems dealing with distributed applications in changing environment normally require re-configuration and troubleshooting to continue operation in all conditions. Changes during operation may stem from software system’s self like failures or context, therefore detecting significant changes, deciding how to react and finally acting to execute decisions, are essential to improve lifetime of systems. In this setting, adaptability becomes a key feature of service as it provides a way for an application to continuously change itself in order to satisfy new requirements [1]. By self, we mean the whole body of the software, mostly implemented in several layers, while the context encompasses everything in the operating environment that affects the system’s properties and its behavior [3]. Dynamic loosely bound systems make the management of large-scale distributed applications increasingly complex. Adaptation are necessary to keep the system within well-defined boundaries such as desired behavior because there are critical dependencies between SBAs (Service Based Applications) themselves and the services they are exploiting, which could change without notice, therefore SBAs have to be able to adapt to these unforeseen changes. According to the [9] adaptive service based software systems have the capability of monitoring the changing system status, analyzing and controlling tradeoff among multiple QoS features, and adapting its service configuration to satisfy multiple QoS requirement simultaneously. In the other word adaptation can be defined as a process of modifying SBAs in order to satisfy new requirement and to fit new situation dictated by the environment on the basis of adaptation strategies designed by the system integrator [1]. To advance the systems adaptation and management capabilities, existence of methods and tools is necessary to assess and possibly certify adaptation properties, not only at design time but also at run time. In this paper we try to describe basics and main structure of adaptable service base software systems with a conceptual view to this issue. To understand better these phenomena, in this survey we will study and review the relevant adaptation approaches. The remainder of this paper is organized as follow. Section II presents a classification of the principles related to the problem of service adaptation. Section III presents a review of existing works in the area. Section IV presents analysis of selected adaptive systems based on the classification presented in Section II. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

II. ADAPTIVE SERVICE-BASED SYSTEM PRINCIPLES

In this section we propose a review of adaptation concepts. Adaptation process starts with some triggers which notice that some changes have been happened in the system itself or in the environment. In [1] these triggers are classified as: changes in the infrastructural layer of the application due to quality of service changes; changes of the application context and location; changes of the user types, preferences, and constraints that require application customization and personalization as a means to adapt the application behavior to the particular user; changes in the functionalities provided by the component services that require modifying the way in which services are composed and coordinated; and changes in the way the service is being used and managed by its consumer, which leads to changes in the application requirements. Changes may arise from software system’ self (internal causes) or context (any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity).
When one or some of these triggers change system’s conditions, adaptive system have to be able to indicate and analyze them. Analyze of changes determine the adaptation strategies which define the possible ways to achieve those requirements given the current situation. The adaptation process is organized according to the IBM’s MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute and Knowledge) reference model of an autonomic system [11]. Monitoring is the observation function to detect changes, analyze to find adaptation strategy as a solution for adaptation goals, planning to compute a schedule of actions to satisfy adaptation strategy, and finally execution to perform those actions. Fig. 1 illustrates the adaptation taxonomy, which classifies adaptation concepts by answering to the following questions: “Why?”, “When?”, “What?”, “Where?”, “How?”, and “Who”. “Why?” describes the motivation of adaptation, “What?” clarifies the subject of monitoring and respectively the way it is described, temporal aspect of changes are addressed by “When?” questions, “Where?” explains the location of problem that needs to be resolved by adaptation, “How?” represents the way adaptation approach is delivered, and finally “Who?” addresses the level of automation and human involvement in self-adaptive software.
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The taxonomy is an extension of the model proposed in S-Cube. The parts showed in red are perceived from concepts recommended in [3] and [11]. Adaptive properties are often known as self-* properties. In [3] these properties are categorized in three levels. First level which is mentioned as general level contains global properties of self-adaptive
software consists of self-managing, self-governing, self-maintenance, self-control, self-evaluating, and self-organizing. Second level is introduced as major level, which covers the answers of “why?” dimension in Fig. 1. The properties of this level are: self-configuration, self-repairing, self-optimizing, and self-protection. Finally the last level or primitive level, consist of self-awareness, which is based on self-monitoring, self-situated, and context awareness, which refers to operational environment. Due to the different principles of adaptation, comparison of related works becoming as more as complex and unsuitable, since we need methods and tools to assess certify adaptation properties. Some works have tried to address the evaluation of self-adaptive software. Villegas [2] proposes a framework for evaluating quality-driven self-adaptive software system. This framework is based on a set of adaptation properties derived from control theory properties. This framework defines a mapping between adaptation properties and software quality attributes. Then, it identifies a set of metrics used to evaluate software quality attributes. In our paper we chose this framework to evaluate selected adaptation approaches.

III. RELATED WORKS

Because of the dynamic and predictable nature of business application and distributed systems, delivering quality services to meet user demands is a big challenge. Quality management is a crucial element as it ensures that systems meet their requirements with respect to specific performance metrics. QoS is defined [4] as a measure of the fulfillment of the service agreed upon. QoS is a broad concept that encompasses multiple nonfunctional properties, or dimensions, some of which can be service specific and others more general such as availability, responsiveness and reliability.

Many researchers have defined many kinds of QoS attributes and models in the past few years. Choi’s work represents the relationship of unique features of services and some quality attributes [10]. This paper first analyzes the service quality requirements and defines quality attributes of the quality model. Then defines metrics for each quality attributes. As already stated QoS management, is a main trigger for adaptation. Reconfiguration is one the most common strategies to address QoS management. For example, Li et al [4], presents an approach for QoS driven dynamic reconfiguration of the SOA based software. This approach can reconfigure SOA-based software to comply with new QoS constraints by replacing its individual or multiple component services. This approach, calculates the QoS attributes based on four service composition structures, who are considered as: Sequence structure, Parallel structure, Selection structure, and Loop structure. According to these composition structures, when the new QoS constraints are given, this approach tries to replace one or multiple services to comply with it. Replacement is done based on services critical factor. Critical factor is introduced to show the contribution of the QoS of each component service from the same software to the QoS of the software. This approach is based on modifying the current configuration parameters of the system. According to the Fig.

1, this approach is an adaptive adaptation that its necessity is to accommodate to the changes in the context.

Services are inherently dynamic and cannot be assumed to be always stable, thus in the case of service composition the failure of a single service leads to error propagation in the other service involved, and therefore the failure of the system. In these cases we need to remove the faulty behavior of a system by replacing it by a new version that provides the same functionality. This kind of adaptation is named as corrective adaptation in Fig. 1 and most of the time is a response to the self-healing property. Some of research activities have been done in this area. Lin [5] proposes an approach for replacing faulty services and some of their neighboring services to maintain the original end-to-end QoS constraint. It uses an iterative algorithm to search for a reconfiguration region that has replaceable services to meet the original QoS constraint for the region. In this approach, reconfiguration region may be replaced using one-to-one, one-to-many, or many-to-one service mapping. In this model, every service is classified by their functionalities into service classes. Every service in a service class has the same functionality, input and output types, but may deliver a different QoS. The reconfiguration strategy is based on the three process structure, contains; parallel, conditional and loop, which are same as [4]. The approach has implemented the adaptation manager in the, an SOA middleware, the intelligent Accountability Middleware Architecture (Llama). On the other word the study reported in this paper is on the part of service process reconfiguration after faulty services are identified.

Another popular adaptation strategy is re-compose, which means modifying the way services are composed. A service composition combines several services together to achieve a certain goal [1]. Most of the time the related works of re-composition are along with service selection/recommendation context. For example in [7] Madkour et al. proposes a three-phase adaptation approach. The method firstly selects the suitable services to the current context and then recommends them to the adaptation process, in the adaptation phase performs adaptation by using fuzzy sets represented with linguistic variables and memberships degrees to define the user’s context and the rules for adopting the policies of implementing a service. Finally it deals with the complex requirements of the user by the composition of the obtained adaptable atomic services. In the approach, adapting is selecting the best policy for service implementing and recursively new service (re-compose) services to new utilization context. The adaptation method in [8] describes fuzzy based service adaptation middleware (FSAM) that can be used in context-aware middleware. The method formulates the service adaptation process by using fuzzy linguistic variables and memberships degree to define the context situation, similar as previous approach. The method, proposes three fitness functions to calculate the fitness degree for each policy and the current context situation. The decision for service adaptation is achieved by selecting the policy with the largest fitness degree.
IV. ANALYSIS OF ADAPTATION APPROACHES

To leverage the capability of self-adaptive systems, it is necessary to validate adaptation mechanisms to ensure that self-adaptive software systems function properly and users can trust them [2]. After reviewing adaptation principles and introducing some related works, in this section we will compare and analyze these works according to the model which proposed in [2]. The model defines a mapping between adaptation properties and software quality attributes, and then it identifies a set of metrics used to evaluate software quality attributes. The analyze process results of this model are summarized in Table I, and we present the characterization of our selected adaptive approaches based on this table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Adaptation Goal</th>
<th>Reference Outputs</th>
<th>Measured Outputs</th>
<th>Control Actions</th>
<th>Adaptation Properties</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al.[5]</td>
<td>Self-healing/ self-recovery</td>
<td>Contracts: QoS</td>
<td>SLOs</td>
<td>Discrete operations affecting the managed system’s software architecture</td>
<td>Short settling time, termination, accuracy, stability</td>
<td>Simulated environment to evaluate performance</td>
<td>Reconfiguration time, Reconfiguration time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Li et al. [4]</td>
<td>QoS preservation self-configuration</td>
<td>Contracts: QoS</td>
<td>SLOs, Logical properties of computational elements</td>
<td>Discrete operations affecting the managed system’s software architecture</td>
<td>Stability, termination</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madkour et al. [7]</td>
<td>Self-configuration / re-composition</td>
<td>Contracts: QoS</td>
<td>Logical properties of computational elements</td>
<td>Discrete operations affecting the managed system’s software architecture</td>
<td>Stability, termination</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al. [8]</td>
<td>Self-configuration / re-composition</td>
<td>Single reference values</td>
<td>Logical properties of computational elements</td>
<td>Discrete operations affecting the managed system’s software architecture</td>
<td>Stability, termination, accuracy</td>
<td>Running examples to evaluate effectiveness</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The paper, suggests a model to characterize self-adaptive software, which consisting of eight analysis dimensions. These dimensions include; 1) adaptation goal, the main reason for the approach to be self-adaptive, 2) reference inputs, specific set of values specified the state to be achieved by the adaptation mechanism. Reference inputs are specified as: single reference values; some form of contracts (e.g., QoS, service level agreements (SLA), or service level objectives (SLO)); constraints defining computational states; or even functional requirements, 3) measured outputs, 4) computed control actions, are characterized in MAPE-K loop and in practical by the nature of the output of adaptation planner, 5) system structure, 6) observable adaptation properties, 7) proposed evaluation, and finally 8) identified metrics and key performance indicators. The model categorizes adaptation properties as follows: stability, accuracy, short settling time (i.e., the time required for the adaptive system to achieve the desired state), small overshoot, robustness, termination, consistency, scalability, and security.

As already stated, adaptation in SBA may be motivated by variety of factors, or triggers. Such triggers may concern the component services or the context of SBA. Each trigger can be associated with a set of adaptation strategies that are suitable to re-align the application within the system and/or context requirements [6]. Relationships between adaptation triggers and adaptation strategies are presented in [6]. The work identifies changes in the service functionality, service quality, business context, computational context, and finally user context. Table II, lists our selected adaptation approach’s triggers and strategies.

V. CONCLUSION

Service Oriented architecture is still a new and active research area, and self-adaptive software enjoys a growing importance. In this paper we declared different aspects of adaptation taxonomy which were not covered in S-Cube. The key to understanding adaptation taxonomy is recognizing the relationships between the adaptation properties and software quality attributes that were illustrated in Table I.

The most important aspect of adaptation is adaptation strategy. Each adaptation strategy can be characterized by its complexity and its functional and non-functional properties. The identification of the most suitable strategy is supported by a reasoned that also bases its decisions on multiple criteria extracted from the current situation and from the knowledge obtained from previous adaptations and executions, so specifying the relationships between adaptation triggers and strategies and the current situation like context is too important to improve adaptation process. This work explains some of existing approaches that contain different strategies based on special triggers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Adaptation triggers</th>
<th>Adaptation strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al.[5]</td>
<td>Changes in the service functionality/failure</td>
<td>Reconfiguration/ substitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Li et al. [4]</td>
<td>Changes in the service quality</td>
<td>Reconfiguration/ substitution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madkour et al. [7]</td>
<td>Changes in the user context selection</td>
<td>Re-composition/ re-selection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cao et al. [8]</td>
<td>Changes in the computational context (network rate, network delay)</td>
<td>Reconfiguration/ substitution</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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